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 restoration to the status of a craft with leave to elect
wardens, on the ground that tiles were being made so
badly that they only lasted three or four years instead of
forty or fifty.1   They laid down that, ' the clay thcrof
shulde be diged and caste at Mighelmassc and soo lye
open to Cristmas thanne next folowing, and thanne to
be turned and caste agen wherby the marie and chalke
shulde breke out like as chalkestones and cloddes liyng
in the frost ar woned to doo.   And thanne in the March
thanne next ensuyng therof shulde be made tyles go ode
and  profitable  like as   it  have been of   olde  tyme ',
These  representations  were   evidently  borne  in  mind
when at last it was considered necessary in 1477 to pass
an Act of Parliament to regulate the manufacture.2   By
this Act it was provided that the clay to be used should
be dug, or cast, by ist November,  that it should be
stirred and turned before the beginning of February, and
not made into tiles before March, so as to ensure its
being properly seasoned.   Care was to be taken to avoid
any admixture of chalk or marl or stones.   The standard
for plain tiles should be io| inches by 6J inches with
a thickness of at least f inch ;  ridge tiles or crests should
be 13\ inches by 6J, the gutter tiles lof inches long, and
of sufficient thickness and depth.   Searchers were to be
appointed and paid a penny on every thousand plain tiles,
a half-penny on every hundred crests, and a farthing
for every hundred corner and gutter tiles  examined.
Infringement of the regulation entailed fines of 55. the
thousand plain, 6s. 8d. the hundred crest, and as. the
hundred corner or gutter tiles sold.    ' The size of the
tiles is probably a declaration of the custom, the fine
1 London Letter Book L., 77.	» Stat. 17 Edw. IV.

